Following a number of recent papers investigating the possibility of optimal comparison-based optimization algorithms for a given distribution of probability on fitness functions, we (i) discuss the comparison-based constraints (ii) choose a setting in which theoretical tight bounds are known (iii) develop a careful implementation using billiard algorithms, Upper Confidence trees and (iv) experimentally test the tractability of the approach. The results, on still very simple cases, show that the approach, yet still preliminary, could be tested successfully until dimension 10 and horizon 50 iterations within a few hours on a standard computer, with convergence rate far better than the best algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Computational optimisation techniques are concerned with a growing variety of fields, and among them those implying expensive-to-evaluate fitnesses. Industries such as aerospace or automobile often rely on numerical engineering: the codes used for simulations during optimisation processes are computationally heavy. In the web industry, many web applications try to learn people's tastes by using preference ranking techniques that present a user choices (usually binary): the fitness is the user's utility function, and each iteration is costly since the user has to think about his tastes before answering; furthermore, too many requests could annoy him/her. This paper is interested in optimal performance of optimisation problems given a small number of allowed iterations (i.e. fitness evaluations) that characterize expensive optimization. Besides, focus will be set on robust optimisationi.e. rugged fitness functions-and comparison-based algorithms such as in evolutionary computation.
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Robust comparison-based optimisation
Evolutionary algorithms are often said to be of order 0, because they don't rely on gradient computation. It is however possible to distinguish between two kinds of "order 0" algorithms: those using fitness evaluations and those only requiring comparisons between fitness values, that is binary informations. Algorithms based on surrogate models (see for instance [11] ) usually fall in the former category (with the exception of [6] ). However, most evolutionary algorithms are comparison-based. Comparison-based strategies have nice robustness guarantees, and there are known complexity bounds relating precision and number of iterations, which is particularly needed in an expensive optimization setting. Besides, in some applications-for instance in preference ranking problems introduced above-comparisons are the only available information. Therefore, much work has already been done regarding these strategies.
Expensive optimisation
Many artificial fitness functions are computed very quickly, whereas real-world applications often involve huge computational cost. This can be due, for instance, to finite-element methods or (Quasi-)Monte-Carlo sampling in numerical engineering problems. In some cases the fitness function can take days to be evaluated on a point. In that case, one can often neglect the internal cost of the optimization algorithm, and only consider the number of fitness evaluations-the fact that optimization algorithms may require a few minutes before sending a request to the fitness function does not matter. Therefore, some algorithms with a huge internal computational cost have been designed. Efficient Global Optimization [4] , and Informational Approach to Global Optimization [9, 10] are examples of such algorithms. They are robust in front of local minima, and experimentally quite good; on the other hand, as acknowledged by the authors of [10] , their algorithm is untractable in high dimension due to the selection among a finite set of candidates (with size exponential in the size of the domain), and has no convergence proof; also, it is based on a Gaussian prior on the distribution of fitness functions (i.e. the fitness function is supposed to be drawn according to a Gaussian process).
In this paper we use an approach similar to [1] : a novel way to reach optimal optimisation in the expensive setting based on Monte-Carlo tree search, along with techniques allowing this approach to be tractable. This includes (i) proved optimality under some arbitrary prior (ii) optimized implementation through billiards, progressive widening and other techniques (iii) experiments in settings in which the optimal possible convergence rates are known, leading to a proof of concept.
In the complete version of this paper, available on http: //hal.inria.fr/inria-00374910/, we
• recall results from [2] showing that for a general robustness criterion introduced below, optimality can be reached without using more informations than comparisons (i.e. there are optimal optimization algorithms which are comparison-based).
• present state-of-the-art complexity bounds for such algorithms [8, 7] .
• introduce Upper Confidence Trees (UCT) [5] , a MonteCarlo tree search algorithm, and show how it can be used for approximating an optimal comparison-based optimization algorithm.
• provide experiments on the resulting algorithm showing how it gets close to complexity bounds from [8, 7] .
CONCLUSION
This paper is a part of a long-term work in progress. In [2] , it was shown that comparison-based algorithms are optimal for some robustness criterion, and a theoretical algorithm was proposed. In [1] , an approximation of optimal algorithm, using UCT, was outlined but was still incredibly slow. In [8, 7] , complexity lower-bounds for comparisonbased algorithms were derived. In this paper, some tricks (e.g. the use of the BREDA algorithm) have been added, so that the algorithm can be tested more intensively and in a more general setting; also, we have tackled problems for which optimal constants can be theoretically derived -we have by the way shown that optimality is very well approximated. A few hours were enough for results close to optimal constants, for up to 8 dimensions and up to 50 iterations. A cluster was used for constructing error bars, but each run was performed on a single core, within a few hours, each complete curve with 1, 2, 4, 8, . . . simulations being generated in 12 hours.
A prior for which all samples are feasible. We have done our experiments with a prior uniform on all translations of the sphere function. This both simplifies the implementation and allows the comparisons with known mathematical proofs of complexity. On the other hand, a main drawback is that if the fitness function is not a translated sphere, the billiard might be frozen (because there might be no satisfiable solution!). So, an immediate further work consists in generalizing the prior. The approach needs a prior, i.e. a distribution on fitness functions: we can for example consider a fitness function f drawn as follows:
• randomly draw k ∈ N, k = i with probability 1/2 i ;
• randomly draw x1, . . . , x k uniformly and independently in the domain D;
• then x has fitness min i∈[ [1,k] ] ||x − xi||.
An immediate consequence of this choice is that the algorithm would never get stuck in a situation in which some points can't be ranked by some f : for any distinct p1, . . . , pn, there is a non-zero probability on f that f (p1) < f (p2) < · · · < f (pn). [3] also proposes, with a billiard algorithm, some possible space of functions (using the so-called kernel trick with a Gaussian kernel), so that arbitrary functions can be approximated by their prior. Interestingly, with such a prior, the algorithm is optimal for a Bayesian prior which is compliant with multimodal optimization.
A population size larger than 2. A second step consists in using comparisons between more than 2 points. This is theoretically easy (see details in complete version of this paper), and important as it provides optimal parallel optimization algorithms as well as this paper proposes optimal sequential optimization algorithms.
